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Introduction

“[...] El Día de los Muertos (Day of the Dead)
commemorates the transitory return to
Earth of deceased relatives and loved ones.
[...] This encounter between the living and
the dead affirms the role of the individual
within society and contributes to reinforcing
the political and social status of Mexico’s
indigenous communities. [...] The Day of the
Dead celebration holds great significance in
the life of Mexico’s indigenous communities.
The fusion of pre-Hispanic religious rites and
Catholic feasts brings together two
universes, one marked by indigenous belief
systems, the other by worldviews introduced
by the Europeans in the sixteenth century.”

UNESCO Intangible Cultural Heritage, Indigenous
Festivity Dedicated to the Dead

Dia de muertos is a festive event designed to
help the community discover the significance
of the Day of the Dead and the importance
of "altars to the dead" which are made
during this celebration. Participants will take
part in a tradition that combines visual art,
music and culinary arts. Workshops are run
before the event and are more catered to
your individual needs.

If possible, the workshop will begin with a
copal resin burning. Our animators will then
explain the Day of the Dead's history, as well
as the meaning behind altars to the dead
and their various elements. Participants will
then create a cardboard model of an altar
and a clay skeleton or a paper maché skull

depending on the workshop selected. The
rest of the workshop is dedicated to
decorating creations and discussing different
views on death and spirituality. At the end of
the activity, participants will be offered the
opportunity to explore each other’s work.
Finally, time is set aside for participants to
explore their thoughts and feelings with their
peers.

Our approach is designed to help
participants discover a new culture, but also
to get them thinking about the views tied in
to the tradition and how they compare to
their own. Both the event and the workshop
reflect those goals.

About PAAL

PAAL is an inter-cultural mediation
organization whose mission it is to
sensitize citizens to cultural diversity
through artistic workshops.

We consider interculturality to be a rich
resource that must be properly cultivated in
order to ensure society’s well-being. PAAL
strives to push Montrealers to profit from
that richness and open themselves up to
the wider world - free of fear of the “Other”.

We have university-level training and
several years’ experience in this field which
permits us to connect members of different
ethnocultural communities.
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Objectives &
Competencies

This activity revolves around three
basic themes: death, spiritual beliefs,
and Mexican culture. Unique Mexican

views will be explored. Such as the
culture's emphasis on revering our

ancestors as without them we would
not be here, or how death is viewed
as a transformation rather than an

abrupt ending.

All three of these themes will be
discussed and explored in an open

atmosphere to allow different
participants to compare their views
and cultures to each others’ and to

those associated with the Day of the
Dead. This is designed to encourage

open-mindedness and respect of
views and beliefs that differ from our

own.

The following pages contain the
various objectives and competencies

that we believe this event and/or
workshop helps to develop in

participants.
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Broad Areas of Learning and
Cross-Curricular Competencies

32%
Social media following
increase
The first step to creating an effective
project plan is to set a baseline. The
baseline is the foundation on which
the other project elements.

Broad Areas of Learning

Citizenship and Community Life -  “[...] develop a spirit of openness to the
world and respect for diversity”

Involvement in action in a spirit of cooperation and solidarity; Culture of peace

Cross-Curricular Competencies

Intellectual Competencies
C1: To use information - to put information to use.

C3: To exercise critical judgement - to form an opinion; to express his/her
judgment.

C4: To use creativity - to become familiar with all the elements of a situation;
to adopt a flexible mode of operation.

Methodological Competencies
C5: To adopt effective work methods - to analyze the task to be performed;

to analyze his/her procedure; to perform the task.

Methodological Competencies
C7: To construct his/her identity - to be open to his/her surroundings; to

become aware of his/her place among others; to make good use of his/her
personal resources.
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Competencies by Subject Area

English Language Arts

C4: To use language to
communicate and learn

To use language (talk) for learning
and thinking; to interact in

collaborative group activities in a
variety of roles; to use language

(talk) to communicate information,
experiences and point of view

English as a Second

Language

C1: To interact orally in English
The student maintains oral

interaction using strategies; the
student reacts to messages using

strategies
Social Studies

C2: To interpret change in a
society and its territory

To situate a society and its territory
in space and at two points in time; to
establish causes and effects of the
changes; to define the influence of
people or events on these changes
C3: To be open to the diversity of

societies and their territories
To perceive the main similarities and

differences between societies and
between territories; to define some

causes and effects of the
differences

Visual Arts

C1: To produce individual works in
the visual arts

To use personal ideas inspired by the
stimulus for creation; to organize the

elements he/she has chosen; to
finalize his/her production; to share

his/her creative experience
C3: To appreciate works of art,

traditional artistic objects, media
images, personal productions and

those of classmates
To examine a work of art [...] for

elements of content; [and] for
sociocultural references; to make a

critical or aesthetic judgment; to share
his/her appreciation experience

Ethics and Religious

Culture

C2: Demonstrates an understanding
of the phenomenon of religion

Explores forms of religious expression;
considers various ways of thinking,

being and acting; makes connections
between forms of religious expression

and the social and cultural
environment

C3: Engages in dialogue
Interacts with others; develops a point

of view
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Front-Loading
Suggestions for in-class preperation

In the following pages, we offer
suggestions for activities to run in
class before attending our
workshop and/or event. Know that
these activities are not required or
necessary to understand and
enjoy PAAL's Dia de muertos, nor
do these necessarily have to be
performed before your visit. We do,
however, believe they contribute to  
enriching the experience for
students.

The activities below are of varying
lengths and require varying
amounts of preparation, hopefully
you can find one that suits your
needs. Ways to shorten several
activities in the guide are included.

Feel free to use, share, alter, or
even improve upon these activities.
Perform them as they are, or simply
use them as inspiration. These
activities are designed to provide a
basis of knowledge of Mexican
culture and Dia de muertos for
students so that they are well
equipped to meaningfully engage in
our workshop.

Every activity is accompanied by
resources to be used in preparation
for and/or during the activities. A list
of these websites, videos, and more
will be provided at the end of the
document along with additional
places to find information should
you want or need them.

Preparing your class for their encounter with Mexico

Contents

BRAIN STORM......................................................................................................................................8
PAPER CUTTING...................................................................................................................................9

COCO..................................................................................................................................................18
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ACTIVITY SHEETS................................................................................................................................11
COLLAGE YOURSELF..........................................................................................................................10
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Brain Storm
Have students pool their knowledge, fill in gaps and provide new
information about Mexico and its culture

Description
To start off this activity, have your
students write down what they know
about Mexico in any way they want,
either in groups or alone. They can
draw a mind map with Mexico at the
center, write bullet points, draw
representations of their points, etc.

Once the brain storm is complete,
students should be asked to share,
and elaborate where applicable, on
the different aspects of Mexico and
its culture that they pointed out.

The goal of this activity is to gauge
what your students already know, fill
in any gaps in their basic knowledge
of Mexico, and, should the
opportunity arise, dispel any myths 

or stereotypes that come up in the
discussion.

Materials
Pencils and paper

Expected Run-Time
15±5 minutes for brain storm, 15±5
minutes for presentation and
discussion. 

(20±5 minutes total if you brainstorm
as an entire class.)

Mix and Match!
This activity is an excellent opener for
many of the other ones suggested
below. Consider using it to introduce
an activity's topic before getting into
it.

Resources:

Courses: Art, Ethics and Religious Cultures, Language Arts, and Social
Studies

National Geographic Kids -
https://kids.nationalgeographic.com/explore/celebrations/day-of-the-dead/
CBC - https://www.cbc.ca/kidscbc2/the-feed/day-of-the-dead-and-the-
sugar-skull
Day of the Dead - https://dayofthedead.holiday/
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Paper Cutting
Learn about the Mexican tradition of paper cutting and try it for
yourself!

Description
In preparation for this activity, give
your students an overview of what
Mexican paper cutting is, when it is
used, and why it is used.

Once that is done, give them a
chance to try it for themselves! The
short tutorials below should allow
you to gain a good understanding of
this relatively simple technique.

Once they are finished, see which
students incorporated elements of
traditional paper cutting, and which
incorporated their own. They can add
their work to their PAAL altars, have
them hung up in class, or keep them
for themselves!

Materials
Gift tissue paper, scissors, additional
decoration elements, yarn, and tape.

Expected Run-Time
20±5 minutes for instruction, 30±5
minutes for creation and discussion.

Resources:

Courses: Art, Ethics and Religious Cultures, and Social Studies

Folk Art Guide - https://www.mexican-folk-art-guide.com/papel-
picado.html#.XVLOVpNKhdg
How-to - https://www.caciqueinc.com/blog/how-to-make-papel-picado-at-
home/
Free templates- https://www.thinkmakeshareblog.com/wp-
content/uploads/Papel-Picado-Template-and-Instructions.pdf
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Collage Yourself
Have students reflect on their own culture before delving into a
new one.

Description
Ask students to reflect on their
culture, and make a collage focused
on how they live their lives. Their
interests, beliefs, favourite foods, etc.

Collages can include pictures,
stickers, drawings, words, or any
other kind of decoration they can
think up.

The key to this activity is pushing
students to truly reflect on their
culture, it can be hard to see your
culture when you're in it.

Once they've finished, have your
students explore and discuss each
other's collages and, as such, each
other's and their own cultures.

Materials
Paper, any decorations students may
want to use.

Expected Run-Time
75±5 minutes

Digitize it
If you have the resources, save some
paper and integrate some new
websites into your classroom. Make
the collage online at the website
below or any other you've found and
like. This way students can send you
a copy, keep their own, and explore
simple graphic design.

Courses: Art, Ethics and Religious Cultures, and History and Citizenship
Education

Resource
Canva is easy to use and has all the elements you need for a
basic collage free of charge! - https://www.canva.com/

This activity was adapted from "Commencer l'année du bon pied", see "Resources" section

Short on Time?
Have your students do the collage at
home and then discuss them in class.
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Activity Sheets!
Choose one of the activity sheets below to give to your class and
use the opportunity to teach them the basics of Dia de muertos

Description
Either before or after assigning these
activity sheets, give your students an
overview of what Dia de muertos is. 
We suggest that the word search be
assigned before the overview. That
way you can have your students look 
into what the words they are finding
mean. The other two can be assigned
after the overview to reinforce what
you've taught. Regardless, these
serve as excellent introductions to
Dia de muertos!

Though you can assign all three of
these activity sheets, they are fairly
repetitive so we suggest choosing
one or two.

Materials
Pencils and printed activity sheets

Expected Run-Time
45±5 minutes for overview and
activity sheet

Short on Time?
Have your students fill their sheet out
at home in preparation for a
discussion about or as homework
afterwards. Students can be asked to
find the definition of the words they
don't recognize or understand while
filling out the word search or
crossword.

Additionally, you can put these out as
"free time" sheets in the weeks
leading up to the workshop/event.
Then any time a student finishes their
work early they can do one to pass
the time.

Courses: Ethics and Religious Cultures, Language Arts, and Social Studies

Resources:
Use these sites to learn about the terms described and their significance:

Day of the Dead - https://dayofthedead.holiday/

History - https://www.history.com/topics/halloween/day-of-the-dead

NPR -
https://www.npr.org/sections/thesalt/2016/11/01/500242132/sugar-
skulls-tamales-and-more-why-is-that-food-on-the-day-of-the-dead-altar
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Word Match and
Crossword Answer Key

PREPARED BY Michelle Anderson & James Lopez

PRESENTED ON September 5, 2020

Word Match

1. b
2. e (a)
3. j
4. a (e)
5. f

6. d
7. h
8. c
9. i
10. g

Click here for a google drive version of the sheet (download to edit):
https://docs.google.com/document/d/153FMhLV-kCQbVs8Qd7vXnjFYJqp7VDzNrEHwm-

Qqpic/edit?usp=sharing

Crossword

1. Family
2. Pan de muerto
3. Marigolds
4. Skeletons
5. Candy
6. Petates

7. Skull
8. Aztecs
9. Altar
10. Music
11. Celebrate
12. Spirits

https://docs.google.com/document/d/153FMhLV-kCQbVs8Qd7vXnjFYJqp7VDzNrEHwm-Qqpic/edit?usp=sharing
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Visual Representation
Examine the visual aspects of Dia de muertos with your students to
gain a better understanding of the holiday.

Description
For this activity, you will need to
either print out or save digital copies
of images of symbolic elements,
and/or artwork (paintings, sculptures,
photographs, etc.) associated with
Mexican culture and Dia de muertos.
Each picture should be printed twice
or more depending on your desired
group sizes. 

In class, hand out the pictures or
distribute digital copies, have
students find their partner by finding
the matching picture and then
answer the following questions:

a. What do you think the meaning  
a. behind this symbol/piece is?
b. What kind of emotions does this
b. symbol/piece evoke?
c. What are your thoughts about c. 

c. the symbol/piece? Do you like it,
c. why or why not?

If you have the time, have students
present their findings and discuss
them.

Materials
Printed or digital images, pencils,
paper.

Expected Run-Time
20±5 minutes to examine the image,
25±5 minutes to discuss the different
symbols/works with the class.

Courses: Art, and Ethics and Religious Cultures

Short on Time?
Cut out the small groups and discuss
the symbols/works together as a class. 

Resources:
Altar Elements - https://www.mexican-folk-art-guide.com/day-of-the-
dead-altars.html#.XUB6JJNKhdg

Having trouble finding art pieces? These sites are a good place to start:

National Geographic - https://www.nationalgeographic.org/media/dia-de-
los-muertos/

This activity was adapted from "Commencer l'année du bon pied", see "Resources" section

Serie- http://serieproject.org/dia-de-los-muertos-day-of-the-dead-art-
traditions/
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Coco (or Other)
Explore the customs, values, beliefs, and ideas encapsulating the
Day of the Dead through a fun, family film.

Description
This activity requires that the film
Coco (or a short film) be screened in
class. We recommend that students
be asked to take short, bullet point
notes about any aspects of the
tradition or culture that stands out to
them. Once the movie has been
viewed, you can hold a class
discussion about what stood out to
the students.

Key topics include elements of Dia de
muertos, apparent traditions, beliefs
reflected in the movie, and specific
beliefs about death

Materials
Pencils, paper, the film, and a
method of screening it. 

Expected Run-Time
2 hours 10±5 minutes including
discussion time. (Times differ for
other movies and short films.)

Change it up
If you have the time, it could be
interesting to assign students a
"family tree" activity which would
require them to look into their
ancestry. This would help to reinforce
the most important value of Dia de
muertos - family. 

Short on Time?
To save time, you can show one or
more of the short films provided
below (find more in the "Film" list).
They can be used both for discussion
and the "family tree" activity.

Courses: Art, Ethics and Religious Cultures, and Language Arts

Clips for a shorter viewing:
Dia de los muertos (3:08)- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jCQnUuq-
TEE

Dia de muertos (4:32) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=24CWzxofIno

De un jalón hasta el panteón (7:37) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=5XfVzpvZDWA
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Back-Loading
Suggestions for post-workshop activities

In the following pages, we offer
suggestions for activities to run in
class after attending our workshop.
Know that these activities are in no
way required or necessary to
understand and enjoy PAAL's Dia
de muertos, but they may
contribute to making it more
enriching for students.

Feel free to use, share, alter, and
even improve upon these activities.
Perform them as they are, or simply
use them as inspiration in creating
your own. The purpose of these
suggestions is to encourage

participants to continue to delve
deeper into foreign cultures and
traditions after the workshop is
over.

Once again, note that a list of
websites, videos, and more will be
provided at the end of the
document along with additional
places to find information should
you want or need them. The list
includes more resources than are
offered in the limited space below
activity descriptions.

Enriching your experience after the workshop

ALTAR PRESENTATIONS....................................................................................................................20

DISCUSSION.......................................................................................................................................21

Contents

COCO .................................................................................................................................................22
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.

.
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Altar Presentations
Take this opportunity to provide your students with an outlet for
self-expression.

Description
If you attended the workshop, then
make sure to take pictures of all the
altars, and if you attend the event
then you can have your students
draw or describe what they would
put in their altar.

Once that is done, any volunteers
can present what they put in their
altar and why. This exercise is
excellent for working on self-
expression, public speaking, and
reinforcing an understanding of what
they learned.

As always, discussion is a key element
of this activity!

Materials
Photos, and/or drawing materials

Expected Run-Time
Heavily dependent on class size,
about 2-4 minutes per student + 10-
15 minutes to discuss

Change it up
If you teach an art class and only
attended the event, consider having
students make or draw an altar and
setting up a "gallery" in class so that
everyone can explore each other's
work.

Short on Time?
You can hold a simple discussion
where students volunteer an element
that stood out to them without any
formal presentations. This way you
can still explore their creativity and the
culture.

Courses: Art, Ethics and Religious Cultures, and Language Arts
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Discussion
Take this opportunity to provide your students with an outlet for
self-expression.

Description
Discussion is perhaps the most
important exercise in exploring the
new ideas and perspectives
presented during the workshop or at
the event.

Every activity suggested in this guide
involves some kind of discussion or
interaction, because the entire point
of interculturalism is to be open to
new views and ideas.

We believe that exploring each
other's unique thoughts and
experiences allows us to gain a
clearer picture of the world we live in
while enriching our collective brain
power. 

Thus, if you don't have time for any of
the other activities, it is
recommended that you take a few
minutes to hold a class discussion.

Materials
None

Expected Run-Time
Depends entirely on the time
available to you and class
engagement.

Courses: Art, Ethics and Religious Cultures, History and Citizenship
Education, and Language Arts
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Coco
(Re)-visit Coco having attended our workshop or the event and use
what you learned to inform your discussion.

Description
Consider re-visiting, or visiting, Coco
or any other film you may have
watched, with the workshop and/or
event in hindsight.

You can do so through discussion, or
the "Front-loading" suggestions can
be easily adapted for back-loading.

Materials
Potentially: pencil, paper, the film,
and a method of screening it.

Expected Run-Time
Film run-time: 1hr 49min
Discussion: 20±5 minutes

Courses: Art, Ethics and Religious Cultures, and Language Arts

Courses: Art, Ethics and Religious Cultures, History and Citizenship
Education, and Language Arts

Visit us Again!
Attend our event if you participated in our workshop, or set up a
workshop for next year's group if you attended the event.

Description
If you attended the workshop,
consider attending the event or
encouraging your students to do so!
Once there, they will be able to
experience some of the traditions
described during the workshop, and
have an amazing day.

If, on the other hand, you attended
the event and enjoyed it, we 

hope you'll consider attending the
workshop as well as the event next
year as it is a great way to get your
students engaged with the holiday
and the culture.

Materials
N/a

Expected Run-Time
N/a
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Dear parents,

To expose participants to other cultures and demonstrate their value.

To help reduce, and eventually eliminate, prejudice and discrimination.

To encourage participants to share and experience new ideas and perspectives in order to better understand

the world.

To help develop participants’ cultural intelligence.

      If you are receiving this, your child’s class is going to be participating in a Dia de muertos event,

workshop, or both. Dia de muertos is organized by PAAL - an NDG based not-for-profit organization

specialized in intercultural mediation. In the interest of keeping you informed, the following letter details

what Dia de muertos is, what your child will be doing and learning, and why it is beneficial to them.

Dia de Muertos

      According to UNESCO, “The Day of the Dead celebration holds great significance in the life of Mexico’s

indigenous communities. [...] El Día de los Muertos (Day of the Dead) commemorates the transitory return to

Earth of deceased relatives and loved ones. [...]” (2008). In other words, this holiday is all about celebrating

life and family!

The Workshop

      If your child is participating in the workshop they will be making traditional mexican crafts. In Mexico,

families celebrate the members who have passed away and honour the cycle of life and death. This workshop

allows students to get hands-on with their learning, exercise their creativity, and discuss their thoughts and

ideas about the event.

      All of the creations will be displayed during the Dia de muertos NDG event!

The Event

      The event is a true Day of the Dead celebration similar to ones you would experience in Mexico! We

invite you to discover all the scheduled artistic activities and exhibitions, and musical performances at

www.paalmtl.org .

      All are welcome so feel free to take your children and have some fun yourself!

Our Goals

This activity was created with 4 main goals in mind:

Why Does it Matter?

      Not only do diversity and cultural awareness contribute to a more accepting, unique, and productive

society, they also contribute to cultural intelligence. Studies have shown that cultural intelligence is becoming

more and more relevant in terms of leading a successful life. Being familiar and comfortable with other

cultures is a major advantage in a world that involves more and more international interaction (Savage, 2018).

Therefore, activities like these can be extremely beneficial in the long term - especially in business.

We hope you are as excited as we are!

PAAL team



Resources
Find suggestions below for websites, books, films, and videos to help

both you and your students learn about the Dia de muertos

Day of the Dead by Kitty Williams and Stevie Mack
Dia de los Muertos by Hannah Eliot and Jorge Gutierrez
Ghosts by Raina Telgemeier (Available in French too)

Books

Websites
Dia de muertos general information

https://www.nationalgeographic.com/travel/destinations/north-
america/mexico/top-ten-day-of-dead-mexico/
https://www.history.com/topics/halloween/day-of-the-dead

https://dayofthedead.holiday/

Specialized Sites

Calaveras
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/blogs/smithsonian-latino-
center/2018/10/23/literary-calaveras/
https://www.thinkmakeshareblog.com/literary-calaveras/

Miscellaneous
Mind Mapping

https://www.mindmeister.com/blog/group-mind-mapping/

https://www.mexican-folk-art-guide.com/day-of-the-dead-
altars.html#.XUmLr5NKhdh

Altars

https://www.npr.org/sections/thesalt/2016/11/01/500242132/sugar-
skulls-tamales-and-more-why-is-that-food-on-the-day-of-the-dead-altar

Food
https://dayofthedead.holiday/traditions/day-of-the-dead-foods-you-
must-try
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Videos

Films

Pixar's Coco (1:49:00) - Available on Netflix, in libraries, and online for
rent

Feature Length Films

Short Films

Dia de los muertos (3:08)- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jCQnUuq-
TEE

Dia de muertos (4:32) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=24CWzxofIno

De un jalón hasta el panteón (7:37) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=5XfVzpvZDWA

Documentaries
The Mexican Celebration of the Days of the Dead: Food for the
Ancestors. Directed by Jan Thompson, PBS. (60 minutes)

What is Day of the Dead? - National Geographic (2:06):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_sSawpU81cI

Mexican Day of the Dead - British Museum
(5:16): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8FHrhH9k-PY

Feasts, Dia de los Muertos - BBC (18:39):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JFt8-WdstQA

Source
Johnson, L. (2015). Commencer l'année du bon pied: Activités 

pédagogiques pour stimuler la participation des élèves (L. Perron,
Trans.). M. Mercier (Ed.). Montreal, QC: Chenelière Éducation.
(Original work published 2012)

Savage, M. (2018, May 20).Is cultural knowledge more important
language skills? BBC News. Retrieved from
https://www.bbc.com/worklife/article/20180518-is-cultural-
knowledge-more-important-than-language-skills?
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PAAL
For additional information, to

book workshops, to offer
feedback, or to see the other

events and workshops offered
by PAAL, visit our website or

contact us through the
information below.

www.paalmtl.org
info@paalmtl.org

514 657-3340
514 402-7135


